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.§l &:nk estlmates Jrr Galois descenf

Let E/Q be an ~lliptiC'curve with absolute invariant jE' rnirumal discrimina.T'lt 6
E

and conductor NE (cf. [Si]). Let cl he a square free integer.

Definition II X
d

is the Dirichlet' character corresponding to Q{/a}/Q, and E
d

is

the twist of E by X
d

• Le. E
d

is an elliptic CUrie over Q not isomorphie to E over

Q hut over Q( /cl>.

The purpose of the following paper is to clescribe same methods which can be

used to relate arithmetical properties of E
d

to properties of Q{/d} at least for
special curves E. V,le are especially interested in criterions for the proper:ty that

E d (Q) is a finite group.

One method to find sueh criterions is to use Galois cohomolog)r and to try to

compute a part of the ,SeJmer group af E
d

over Q.

Let us recalI the definition cf this group.
For a field K we dencte by G

K
its absolute Galois group. Let n be a natural num

ber. The exaet sequence

giyes rise to the sequence

(As usual ECK) denotes the group of K-rational points cf E over' a field K :> Q,

ECK) is the subgroup cf points cf order dividing n, and Q 15 the algebraic
n ,

closure of Q.}

Let .p be a (finite er infinite) plaee of Q, Q.p the completion of Q with respect
to p Ci.e. Qp = IR if .p corresponds to the absolute value. and Q,b = Qp 1f .p is the
p-adic plaee ,far a prime p). We choose an embedding of Q to Q.p and hence "'le
get an inclusio~ cf GQ into GQ .

.p
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The natural restrietion maps yield the following commutatiYc e~act diagram for

every set T of places of Q:

wnerew T{Ed.Q)n C H 1{G Q .Ed {Q))n is the intersection of thE kerneis of the restrie

tion mars from H1(GQ.Ed{Q}}n to H 1{G Q ,p.E d (Q.pl) far all places of Q not con-

contained in T and ST(Ed.Q)n := tp-l(wT{Ed.Q1n),

Definition 1.3. wT (Ed,Q)n is the n-part of the Tate-Shafareyic group for E d ' o\"cr Q

with respect to T. and ST(Ed.Q1n is the n-part of the Selmer group cf Ed over

Q with respect to T. If T = 0 we omit the index T. and get W (Ed,Q) n (resp.

S{Ed.Q)n) as the n-part of the Tate-Shafarevic group (rcsp. SeJmer group) of Ed
oYer Q.

It. is important that for al1 n and T ST(Ed.Q) n is finite and can. at least in

principJe. be computed. Hence one gets estimates for rankz(Eö(Ql) if one can

estin1ate rank Z/n (ST(Ed,Q}) n'

It should be mentioned here that there is no algorithn1 known which compu~es

r~nkz{Ed{Q» =: rE or ~ (w(Ed . Q)n) separately. It is conjectured that
d

wT(E
d

, Q}:= U W T(E d , Q) is finite' and that r E and ~ {LU (Ed . Q}) can be COTD-
. n( lI': n cl

puted with the help of the l-series of E. 'Ve'll corne to thj5 conjecture of

Birch and Sv·,,-innerton-Dyer later on (cf. [Si]. and for new results [Rut]. [Ru~J.

[ hOl]l.

The following result is useful to compute ST{Ed,Q)n:

Proposlt.ion M (Special case of the theorem of Tate-Bashmakovl. Let T be a

set cf places of Q containing all divisors cf n'NE .':!). let K be t.he field ob-
cl n

tai!1ed by adjoining the coordinates of all points of order TI of Ed to Q ~nd

let Kn,T be the maximal, abelian extension of K of exponent n and unraffiified
outside of T. Then
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Here res Q / K is the restnctlOn map: H (GQ,Ed(Q)n) -> H (GI( ,Ed(Q)nl. Its

n n
kerne1 is H

1
{G(K /Q),Ed(Q) } ""hich is of order at most equal to n and ' ...·hosen n

intersection with ST(Ed.Q)n is equal to {O} in man)' cases.

In [Frl] we used proposition 1.4 to get information about S(Ed.Q) p iJ'. the case

that E has a Q-rational point of order p with p an add prime. Ta formulate

the result we need same notation.

1. For a prinle q let K be an extension field af Q such that E hus selni-q q

stahle reduction O\'er f'q' Let P t E(K qL E. is reduced to Ql mod g if the

image of P in the !\eron nlode! C of E Qver K (P) is reduced to thc neutral
q

element cf the special fibre of c..

'"".

SE := {q E SE : v (jE) .:: O} .. p .p q

Proposition 1.5 {cf. [Fr 11 Let p be an odd prime such that E has a Q-rational
point of order p. Assurne that either E: y2 ;: X

3
+ 1 (hence p = 3l or that P is

not reduced to co mod p. Let cl be a square [ree negative integer prime to P~E

with

il
in
Hi)

< 0 and E/Qq is a Tate cur.-e,

Let Cl (cl) p be the p-part of the class group of Q{ )!d). Then

with an integer sE depending on SE only. with SE;; if SE =e.

Hence pi#. C Ud) if and onl}' if pi#. 5 (Ed.Q) , and so es pecialJ)":p p
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Due ta a theorem of Mazur ane knaws that p can be equal ta 3, 5 and 7j and

far each of these numbers ane has infinitely many curves far which ane can

apply the proposition.

\Ve list some examples taken from the tables in [MF I\'J:

1. Far p :;;; 3:

"-

Name of the CUrYe E SE :;;; SE congruence condltlons fer cl

14C (~) ,
:; -1. cl :: 3 rnod 4

19B (fg) :; -1

26B ~~) :; -1, cl == 3 mocl 4-

35B (~) .= -1, (~) :; -1

36A cl c 3 mod 4

37C G9.,) :;;; -1

3BD (~) -.1. d == 3 rnod 4.

77D (~ ) :; -1, (fl ) :; 1

ß4.C (~ ) :; -1, d == 11 nlod 12

·91B . (~) :;;; -1, (8) :; -1·

20B 5 cl - 3 mod 4

30A 5 cl - 11 mod 12

34A 17 cl - 3 mod 4

44A 11 cl - 3 mod 4

51A 17 cl - 2 mod 3

66A 11 cl =: 11 rnocl 12

92A 23 cl E 3 rr.od 4
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For p :: 5:

Name of t.he curve E

110C

123A

1868

38A

57F

588

1188

158H

3. For p :;: 7:

Name cf th~ curve E

174G

26D

19

19

29

S9

79

13

congruence condlt.lons for cl

(ft ) :;: -1

(fi ) ;; -1. cl - 11 macl.12

cl - 3 mad 4. (~) :w (fl ) :w -1

cl 2 mad 3. r cl ) -1- \41 -

cl - 11 m.ad 12, (i1 ) =. -1

cl - 3 mad 4

cl - 2 mad 3

cl - 3 mod 4-

cl - 3 lTlocl 4

d - 3 TTlod 4.

congruence condlt.lons far d

cl - 11 lTlod 12. (~9) :;: -1

cl - 3 mod 4 "

Next we describe hovY' to estimate the rank of Ecl(Q) by 2-de"scent. \Ve study

the Gd ::: G(Q (·,'o)/Q}-module E{Q (IQ»). Since

,,"'e can llse thc theorem of Tate-Chevalley about Herbrand quotients to get

(1.8) rankzEd{Q) = rank;z(E{Q»-h~(E)+h~(E) "'....ith

h~(E} :;; log2 ~ (H 1(G d ,E(Qh'd)}).

The following easy lemma can be useful if ODe wants to estimate h~(E f.'-··



Lemma 1.9. Let q be a prime dividing d but q I 2NE . Then

P ~ NO c-ld)/Q {E (Q hrcfll) if and only if P € 2 E (Qq) .
'q q q

Proof. E has good reduetion modulo q, and the kerne 1 E_ of the reductio.'1

is uniquely divisible by 2. Hence P is in the image of the norm nlap from

E(Q (-/d)) to E{Q ) if and only if its image P in E(Q )/E (Q ) is in the
q q. q - q

image of the norm. Since q I cl Gd acts triviallyon this quotient. and so the

lemma follows.

'Ye give t··,·vo examples whieh ill ustrate how one can use lemma 1.9:

1. E: y::! = X 3 + 1 .

P = (-1.0) is a point of order 2. The Galoi~ closure cf Q(~ P ~ is equal to

QhCl. 4)'=3 L Hence P Q NQ{.fa )/Q {E (Q (la)}} if there is a ....prime q i cl, q J 6.

which is not completely split in Q{ R . 4)g) /Q{.,f:3) , and in this case we have

rankz{Ed{Q}} = hd (E}-l.

~. E = 17C: Le. E is the strang modular cur.·e with conductor 17.

Let fE(z) = ~ a1qi be .the corresponding cusp form.
1=1 .

If q is a prime with q i cl, q / 34 and 81 aq - (q + 1) then h~ (E 1 ~ ~ and hence

rankz{Ed{Q)} ::: h~ (E 1-:2.

To diseuss h~ (E) ,\:e choose a suitable set T of p laces of Q and look at the

lnap

·:t
T

(d 1: H 1(G d , E{Q(!O})} -> TI H1 (G{Q.p (!Ol/Q+:,), E(Q.p (!d)))
_ ~~T

,p plac~ of Q

and estimate the image of lX T by computing the order of the IDeal groups.

This computation is straight-forward. and we summarize the result in

Lemma 1.1Q Assume that d is a square free integer and

Then
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with

tl
lXl

= 1 if cl > 0 or 6 E < 0 or CD E T, ancl tl
lXl

:S:. 2 in all ether cases.

tlz = 1 if cl = 1 mod 8 cr cl = 1 med 4 and 2 I NE or 2 11 NE and v 2 (jE) odd

or 2 ( T, ancl

tlz :S:. 2 in all ether cases,

TI is to be taken over all add primes q Icl, q 4 T and q 1 NE'
1

(
d -TI is to be taken oyer all odd primes q INE' q E T and q I cl with Ci) == -1

2 -

and cO{E} denetes the number of elements ef order 2 in the graup of connec-q

ted components of the special fibre of the Neron model of E/Qq I

n runs over all odd primes q ~ T. q I gcd{NE ,cl} ,vith eE~d ) = 1.
3

It is obvious that the estimate far ~ in1 CiT(d) is unrealistic )arge if E cr cl
i5 "complicated". But it can be u5eful in simple cases as the foJlowing example

sho,vs:

Example 1.11. Assurne that E is a curve with prime conductor NE == p. and

assume that cl is prime to 2p. Then

s "
:S:. 2 0;)

~TI *t E(Qq)2 . 2 p

q I 6 Q (.fd) /Q

q~T

with bco ~ 1, and "co = 0 if either co [ T or cl > 0 cr tJ.E < 0 and Sp :S:. 1, and

&p == ü if either (~) == 1 or vp (jE) add.

\Ve specialize even more:

1. Tale T ;::: {co} and assUme that E{Q)2 ;:; {ü}. Assume moreover that for all

divisors q of the discriminant af Q(/d}/Q one has: q i5 not split in

Q(E(Q)2)/Q{.(KEL Then:fl im cx{co} (cl) = 1.

One should renlark that "(HE(Q )2)/Q(lE~) is an extension of degr~e 3 con

tained in the class field of Q(~E) with conductor 2. and hence by a "higher

reciprocity Iaw" (cf. [A]) we get a criterion far Ci{c:c}(d) = {al.

A specific elliptic curve .......·hich satisfies thc conditions made abo....e is Xo 01}.

2. Ir E(Q)2 = 7../2 (for instance E = .17D) then our estiJnate far ~ in1 ClT(d)

is ver)" bad if cl has a lot of prime djYisors. But assurne that d == q is a prime
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with q = 1 mod 4, (~) == 1 if vp(jE) - 0 mod 2 and E{Qq)2 == 'Z./2. Then

~ im Ci{co}(d) s: 2.

After having estimated # im C(T(d) it remains to estinlate ~ ker CiT{d} in order

to estimate h~ {E >.
Für cp ( ST{E,Q}2 let f be the curve of genus 1 corresponding to the class of
,1- ~

cp'ln H (GQ,F.{Q)). Then

1t wH I be difficul t in general to compute t<d) exactly. so ODe ,viiI have to be

content to estimate t(d} by

{and to hope that this number is smaiD.

Für instance ,ve can conle back to the cUr''/'es discussed in example 1.11.

\Ve get

Proposition 1.12. Assume that E has prime conductor NE ;::; q and that

E{Q)2 == {al. Then

:H s{ co} {E,Q} 2 ~ #. {conjugacy classes of neIds K/Q;

degK/Q == 4, G{K/Ql == 54 and ÖK /
Q

lt1.· q }.

Especially

and so

t<dl = 1 for all cl if E = X o Ol) .

Proof. If vq (6 E ) Ei 0 mod 2 then Q(E{Q }2} wculd be an extension of degree 3

of Q or Q(A) unramified outside of 2, and since such an extension doesn't

exist '\\"e conclude that v (ilE ) is odd and that Q{E(Q)2l/Q has Galois group
q - r;;:-

53' q is decomposed in Q{E{Ql2)/QhöE) and ramified in Q(~}/Q.
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An e] ement y E S{ co} (E,Q) 2 \ {O} corresponds to an element

since

Let K be the fixed field of the kerne1 of $. Then K is a Galois extension
~ ~

of Q with Galois group 54 whieh is unramified outside 2· q over Q (use pro-

position 1.4 and the invariance of cf under 53). 1Ioreover ~ (and so ep) is

unjquely determined by Kr.;:' Hence Cf> is uniquely determined by the conjugaey

class of an extension Ko of degree 4 Qver Q whose Gt'.lois closure oyer Q
,!.p ,

has Galois grollp S4 and whose discriminant diYides apower of 2q. No"...· ' ...·e
use the loeal trivialit)" of resq<fl in H 1(G

Qq
.E{Q») to gel that resq<fl is split in

H 1{GQ ,E(Q )2) by an unramified extension. (One has to salve the equation
q

~ Qo = Q '\-,"ith Qo ( E (Q Land sinee y (jE) = 1 mod 2 this equation has a
- q q q

solution in an unramified extension of Q J So the discriminant of Ko /Q
q ,~

is equal to 2Ct ',q, and by analoguous considerations one can estimate Cl by 4.

The next special case is that E has prinle conductor q but E{Q)2 = Z/2.
After applying an isoge!1Y of degree 2 if necessary, we can assurne that

vq{jE) :; 1 mod 2. 'Ve get

ProDosition 1.13. Assurne that E/Q has prime conduetor q. that E(Q)2 = 1/'2

and that Yq{jE) - l-mod 2. Then W{~}{E,Q)2 = {a} and so dd) = 1 for all d.

Proof. Let P be a point of order 2 in E(Q). By assumption the rcduction cf p

modulo q is in the connected eomponent of the unity of thc 'Keron model of

E modulo q.
Since Q{E(Q}2} = Q{IYQ) with y ==- 1 "...-e can represent c.p'~ S{co}lE,Q}2 by

;p ( HomC(Qh'YP)/Q)(G Qh-':yp>,E (Q)2),

Let K be the fixed field of the kernel of cP with G(K /Q{/YP» = <E 1 • EZ )''P _ ep
E~ = id. For <T > = G{Q{/YPl/Q} and Q € E{Q }\< P> one has T Q = p+ Q

First ease: Assume that <EI' E2 > = < E) with E :;: id.
Since TE T :: E the invariance of cf under T yields: c.p{E} = P. Using the triviality

of t? in H1{G Q ,E(Q » we conc1ude as in the proof of proposition 1.12 that
q q

Kif' /Q (lyq) is unramified at q and so Kep/Q cannot be eyc1 ie, hence K~ =
Q( lyp f -/~} with tl f {-1, 2 , -2} (since K /QIIYP) is unrarnified outside of 2},

!.p
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Now E has good reductlon modulo 2 and hence the triviality of ~ in

H 1(G
Q

,E(Q'J}) implies that K /Q is "Httle" ramified (cf. [Fr 1J) at 2 and so
2 .... cp

i-' ::: -1, Kcp ::: Q(/CI, -/=f) ::: Q (~P >. and so qJ carre:sponds to oP.

SecoI1d case: ~ <E1 ,E 2 ') :: 4.
\Ve can assume that TEl T ::: E

Z
and so 1 E1 E

2
T ::: E1 E

2
. Hence 'F(E 1 E

2
) ::: P,

<p(E 1 ) = Q and <p(E 2 ) ::: p .... Q far Same Q ( E2 \<P).
Now Q and P -+- Q are not in the connected component of the unity of E modu
10 q. and since res Cf) has to be trivial in H

1
(GQ .E(Qq)} it follo\"·;s that all

q <E } q (Ei E..,>
divisors of q are decomposed in K /K i for i :: 1, 2. So K ... /Q is not

Cf' cp
c)'c1ic and unramified outside cf 2. and hence one sees as above tha.t

(EiE ) <EtE Z >
Kcp ::: Qh'q, R), and, since q has to be decomposed in Ktp /Q{IYQ},

q := 1 mod 4.

No\v look at the behaviour of Kcp at the prime 2.

Firstly we remark that E has good ordinary reduction over Q2 and that P is in

the kernel of the reduction modulo 2 and so P -+- Q and Q are not in this kernel
(E ::

over K .p where -P 2 is a place of K dividing 2. This implies that K _/K 1
tp, 2 tp Ci' 9

is unramified at all divisors of 2, and so Q(R, -/p) is unramified over Q(fYPL

It follow5 that I = -1 and K<p = Q(./=I, lj), 1it2 ) with 'IT 2 a uniformizing element
at the unique extension of 2 in QhCpL But this contradicts the fact that r.p is

split by an extension cf Q(E(Q}2) which is "1ittle ramified" at divisors of 2.

and so we get the assertion of proposition 1.13.

.-

Ta end this section we summarize QUr resu}ts we got by 2-descent in special

cases to get same kind of counterpart af proposition 1.5 for p = 2:

Proposition 1.14. Assume that E is an elliptic curY€ with prime conductor q and

rankz(E(Q» ::: O.
j) If E(Q}z ;;: 'l./2 and cl is a prime with cl .=; 3 nlod 4, and (~) ::: -1 then

rankz E_d(Q) = Ü.

ii} If E(Q)2 ::: {Ü} and cl is a square free integer such that for all q I d one
has that q is not split in Q(E{Q}2)/Q(~} then rankz Ed{Q} = logz t<d),

and so rankz Ed(Q) = 0 if there Is no extension K/Q of degree 4 v;ith

Ga} ois group S4 and discriminant divicling 24 q .

Examples 1.15.

i) E::: (l7D) has· conductor 17, L)E = 17 and E(Q)2 = Z/2, rankz E(Q) ::: O.

Hence E_p(Q) has rank zero if p == 3 mod 4 end (~) = ~) :: -1. Le. p has

to satisfy linear congruence conditions.
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in E;:: Xo (!1} has rank zero and Da point cf order 2 Qver Q, Q(E(QL.. } ;::

Q(FIT) (2)' the class field of Q(!=IT) with conductor 2, Hence
rankz (Xo (11) d (Q)) = 0 if for all q i d q is not split in Qhr:lT) (2) /Q{-/-11 >
(Of course a necessary condition for this is that (-~1 ) ;:: 1.)

In this section we recall briefl}' the conjectured relation between the analytic

behaviour of the L-series LE{s} of elliptic curves E at s ;:: 1 and it5 arithmeti

eal properties (Conjecture of Birch and SWinnerton-DyerJ; this motivates the

usefulnes of a method of Tunnell ([Tu]) based on a theorem of 'Valdspurger

([\VaJ) whieh makes it posslble to compute LE (1) for t ...vists cf nlany e"lJiptic
cl ~

curves.

.L The conjecture cf Birch and Swinnertcn-Dver

From now on we'l1 assume that E 15 a modular elliptic curve! Le. there i5 a

non-trivial Q-morphism

where XO(~E) is the modular cun-e parametrizing elliptic cur....es with cyclic
isogenies of degree NE' (For details cf. [Sb 1].)

Let wE be the Neron differential of E. Then

m*{w ) ;:: c·f .~ with,.. E E q

x 2niz fc ~ Q I q ;:: e and E
o:l

;:: 1+ L
1=2

the ring of cusp forms of weight 2 and level NE defined oYer Z. !\1oreover fE
is an eigenfunction under the operation of the Hecke algebra~ far primes 11 NE

and the Hecke operator Tl one has:

is the eigenvalue of Tl where E(l) is the reduction of E module 1.
It follows that the L-series of E defined by
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is (essentially) the ~fellin trans form of fE and hence has analytic continuation

to ~ satisfying a functional equation under thc transformation s -> 2-s.

Conjecture ~.1 (Bireh and Swinnerton- Dyer).

1. The order of zero of LE{s) at s = 1 is equal to f E .- rankz E(QL
(rE)

2. Let L (s) be the rE-th derivative of LE. Then

where wE is the Neron differential of E, hE the Neron-Tate height on E(Q}
which is a quadratic form! det{hE) its regulator, and c p :; [E(Qp):Eo{Qp}] with

Eo{Qp} the subgroup of E{Qp} whose image in the specia"l fibre of the Neron
model of E over Qp i,s non ,singular.

Remark. The conjecture of Birch and SWinnerton-Dyer contains inplicitely that

W {E.Q} is a finite group. Arecent result of Kolyvagin (cf. [KoIJ • [Ru 2J) proves

this for modular elliptic curves E v·lith tvdst E d fOf which LEU)· Li: (l) ::t O.
d

\Ve are interested in a yery special case: Assunle that d o • cl1 are square free

integers and that E d resp. E d are the t'\'ists of E by d o resp. d!. Then
o 1

,
1 l:D

L E (s):; LE(s) ® Xd :; "1+ L: Xd (j) aj qj
cl} j J=2 1

\Ve assurne that LE " (l):t O. Then conjecture 2.1 implies
clo

Conjecture 2.2. Either ~ (5) = 0 and so TE > 0 or
cl

1
cl1

VII-ith an easy computable rational number c(d o ' d 1 ) :f 0 depending on the numbers

of divisors of do' cl! VII'hich 15 in most cases apower of 2.

2_ 'Valdspurger's theorem

Let N be a natural number divisible by 4 and tV a Dirichlet character modulo N_

By SS/2(N, 4J} we denote the complex vector space of cusp forms of weight 3/2

with respect to ron,) and with character tiJ. For the precise definition we refer
to [Sh 2).
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F E S3/2{I',W) has a Fourier expansion at im:

f{z)

far primes pi N we have Hecke operators T(p) ;::; 0 and T{p2} giyen by

with

> defined on S3/2(N.t1.d:

1
-7)

f{z) GCz)y ... dxdy(F1G> := C~N) J
IH/ro(S)

with ll-I the upper half plane of ~ and z ;::; x + ir.
One has for pI N:

There is a Hermitian farm <

\Ve use <, > to define orthogonality in S3/2{NAJ). So (!':,!.tJ) is the subspace of
S3/z(N.l-iJl generated by·" fonns F cf the following type: There is a t ( IN and

a quadratic character X with conductor r such that

The follov.:ing important result is a special case of a result due to Shimura
<Cf. [Sh2]):

= ~
Theoren1 2.3. Assume that F:= L a qn E S 3/2(N1tV) n S o(1\~4J} is an

n=l n
eigenforrn under T(p2) far a11 primes pIK with eigellvalues >.. • Assume= p
that tiJ2 = id Let S(F} := f = L b qTn v..-ith b such that

. m;::;l rn m

~ b -s - ( ~(-1)'{') .-s) (~ .-s)
~ m - w . 'fI 1 1 L. a ..,J •

m;::;1 m 1:1 l' j=l j ....

Then f is ~n element in 52 LN) "vith N = 2a:· N, ~ ~ 0, and f is an eigenform

under the Hecke operator T(p} operating on Sz(N} with eigenyalue A
p

far all

pJ N.
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\\re are interested in cusp farms of weight 3/2 because of the follov·;jng result

of \\"aldspurger.

Thearern 2.4. (\Yaldspurger [\Va]). Assume that E/Q is a modular elliptic curye

with corresponding cusp form fE' and that

F € 53 / 2 (N,X
t

) n s o(~.y. t)-l with

S{F} = f E • F =

Assurne that cl and d o arE: natural square free numbers with

d = do mod

Then

n )(")
. Qp~ and cl· da prinle to 1\.

piK

So especially: If

then

LE (l) = O. if and on])' if acl = 0 .
-td

Using this theorem we can reformulate conjecture 2.2:

Conjecture 2.5. Assurne that L E (t) . a cl 4 O. Then either
-td o 0

cr

So assuming that ~ S(E_td ,Q)' a~ ls known the knowledge of a 2 decides
o 0 cl

whether rankz (E_ td (Q» = 0 and, if so, gives the size of the Selmer group of
E_ td QVer Q. Hence it is onl)' necessarJ to find finitely man)" test curyes E_ tdo
to discuss all twists of E.
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It was TunnelJ's idea to use \Valdspurger's reselt in this \-vay for elliptic curves

with j-invariant 123 !cf. [Tu]) ~ in [Fr 2] the case jE = 0 \\"as discussed. In the

folJowing sections we want to describe how one can find more examplp.s of

CUiVCS to which Tunnell's method can be applied.

M Construction.Qf cusp fonns .2f weight 3/2

Let E/Q be a modular elliptic curve with cusp form fE' In order to use
!unnell's idea \ve have to find eigenfunctfons FE € S3/2{N .lJ,d with 4J2 = id.
N = 2\%· NE with S(FE ) = FE' .

FE doesn't exist necessariJy. In [Vv'aJ one finds a sufficient conclition for the
existence in terms of representation theory, another sufficient condition is due

ta Kahnen (cf. [Ko]):

Proposition 3.1. Assurne that NE is acid and square free. Then there is a sub

space S~/2(4NE,4JO) of 53 / 2 (4NE ,tJ,Io) which 1s mapped isomorphical1y to S2{NE )

by a linear continuation of Shimura's map S,

But even the knawledge that FE exists may be of no great help for instance

for deciding whether LE Cl) = 0 Or not; it is essential that the Fourier coeffi
eients of FE are easily. ihd exactly computable and that the way of construc

tion reflects arithmetical properties of Ed - Hence we reverse the problem in

some sense and begin by constructing elements in S3/2CN,tJ.!) for N t 4lN' and
4J2 = id with rather accessible arithmetical properties, and then \Ve decide

Y'o'hether the Shimura map sends these fonns to elliptic cun"es. Though this

approach is rather experimental it turns out that it leads to interesting ex
amples for small levels_

One method to construct cusp farms of weight 3/2 is related to ternarj' qua

dratic forms: Let f{Xl' X 2 • X3 ) be an integral positive definite ternary quadratic
form ,... ith associated matrix

D := det(A)A ::: (
c)2X )

dX
t
dX

J
'

Let N be the smallest natural number such that N· A -1 has integral entries ~,d

even diagonal elements. Then the theta series

een:= L qfC4>
.Kr Z3

is a modular fann cf "...·eight 3/2, leyel N and charaeter X2D" If one takes a

suitablp. linear combination of such theta series one gets a cusp form. For
example one can use the foIlo\\·ing result due to Schulze-PHIot and Siegel
(cf. (5- p]):
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Prop(:osition 3.2. Let f1 , f2 be ternary integral positive definite quadrat!c forms

in the same genus. Le. f l @ lp :::.. f 2 ® Zp far all primes p then

It is not difficult to implement an algorithm whieh deterrnines all reduced

ternary quadratic forms "...hieh give rise to modular farms of giyen level and

cha:-acter. far instance' ane can use an algorithm cf Brandt (cf. [B- I]. and so

one' can find a (in general, proper> subspace of S3/2(N.X2D) rather easily.

Howeycr it turns out that far levels which 3.re smaIl enough to be accessible

to computation an even more special class of cusp forms gives interesting

examples.

Let ~11/2(N,4J{l» be the modular forms of "';cight 1/2 and level !'\, and charac

ter ~,(l), Sl(N,${Z») the cusp farms of weight 1. level N and character 4J (~)..

Then

r..l (N ,1,0») tO. S (N .1 1(2» C 5 (N ,1,(1) . "1(2) • 'X. )
1/2 ,'+' 161 l''t 3/2 ,'t' 't -1

......
and we denote by S3/z(N.4.1) the Hecke-algebra subn10dule of S3/2{N,4.I)

generated by

Proposition M (SeITe-Stark. cf. [S-St]L Let O(N,tV) be the set of paIrs (r.p.t)

with t ~ IN. cp an eyen primitive Dirichlet character with conductor dcp) such that

i) 4 'r{<p)2 tl N, and

iil 4J{n):: <p (n) X
t

(n) far n ( ~ prime to N.

Thcn

{G :=
~,t

fonns a base cf ~1t/2(N,tlJ)·

Discussian of .st(N,W): Due to beautiful results of \Veil, Langlands, Serre and

Deligne . (cf. [D-5]) one has a one-ta-one correspondence between new-

forms F cf leve~ N (j.e. eigenfarms under Hecke operators with exact level !\)

in 51 (N'Ad and representations p: GQ -> GH2,lC) with the follawing properties:
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P is irreducible , det p ::: ~ and the Artin conductor of p is equal to 1':.

If L {s)::: ~ a n- s is the Artin L-serics of p then F::: ~ a qn.
(: n71 n n=l n

The possible images of p are

j) dihedral groups of order 2n. or

in finite subgroups in GL{2.l[) with image equal ta A... 54 or AS in PGI (~~CL

The first case has a close connection to class field theory: Let K he an imagi

r.ary quadratic field ' ....-ith discriminant Do~ let X: GK -> ([x be a character

with cond(x) IrE IN. p := indKJQX is the 2-dimensional complex representatjon

of GQ induced by y..
Let t be a generator af G{l(/Q). Then p(GQ ) is dihedral if and only if

Let }(r be the subfield of the ra)' class fjeld K(r) of K with conductor r dc

termined by the conditiC?n:

1C1 = c-1 for a11 0 E G(K IK)
r

Then
---

carresponds one-ta-one to

{x: G(J.: If..:) -> {:x with X2 =* id} .
~ r

Yia -reciprocity G{Kr/K) is canonically isomorphie to

C{r) := I(r)/«zl) •...• (zl». P{r> with

I(r) the group of ideals cf K prime to r,

P{r) the rar modulo T, and

{Zl I ... I ZJ} a set of representatives of (l/rZ)'" .

So by class fjeld theory it is possible to determine all newforms F of ' ....eightp

one that correspond to representations p ,,·ith dihedral image. The level of Fp is

equal to Do NK / Q (cond{x» and the character of F l= is equal to XD
O

' if

P = indK / Q (X) and Da the discriminant of K. 110 st convenient is thc foH Qwing

connection with quadratic fornls:
Let H (Doy-2) be the group of classes of positive definite primitive binar"y qua

dratic farms with discriminant Do~' Since H{Do r 2) is isomorphie ta C(rl the
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character X of GeKr/KJ can be interpreted as character of H(Dor 2 }, Using this

interpretation we get

Proposition 3A (cf. fA..JL

F =p X'k) 8(k)

with eCk) the theta series reiated to a quadratic form

c::l

f f k: eCk):; L a qn "\'ith
n::;:1 n

with an ::;; ~ ~ {(zl ,zz) f l2: f( z 1' z2) :.::; n} .

1t is obvious that Fp is rather accessible to numericaI conlputations. As an
exampJe how elements in 51 (N,4-') related to representations f:' of type iil can

be constructed we describe a method which is closel} related to elHptic

cur.:es and which can be applied to representations with image 54 C PGH2,{:}.

For a detailed discussion we refer to [B - F].

\Ve assume that E: y2 .:= f(x} is an elliptic curve with conductor !'jE and nega

tive tliscriminant 6E without Q-rational points of order 2. Then 0: ( SCE,Q)\{O}
is given by an equation U 2

:; g(\'1 where g is a polynomial of degree 4 with

cubic resolvent f, and so the splitting field of g is a Galois extension K/Q

with Galois group .'S~. and K/Q is unramified outside 2· NE'

Using a criterion of Serre ([Se]) one can find IDeal conditions for 0: that are

equivalent to the existence of a field K. :> K ,\-"ith G6~/Q) := 54 where 54 is

the double cover cf 54 in vlhieh transpositions lift to involutions. 5ince 54 is
isomorphie' to GI (2. Z/3) it has a faithfuI representation

""p : S 4 --> G1(2 • C) .

Ivloreover, since llE < 0 and since det p = Xl). I det{p) is odd and p corresponds

to a cusp form Fa. of v.eight 1 y...·ith characte~ Xt,. .
E

Using the explicit solution cf the embedding problem

""1 -> l/2 -> 54 -> 54 -> 1

due to Crespo ([ C]) one can choDse ~ in such a wa)' that the conductor N cf
p
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p has support in 2' SE' and one has complete control ove!" the prin~e-tQ-6 part

of ~ and so over the prime-to-6 part of the level of F . ~loreo\'er it i~ not
p ~

tao diffieult to implement an algorithm which eomputes the Four:cr eoeffieicr-t5
of Ci. The most simple examples for elemE:nt~ '':1.. are obtained by division hy 2

of points in E(Q): Assume that P E E{Q) hut. P 4 2E(QL Thcn th€ eoerclE

C,
l-'" -> defined by

1 1 .
c(-P)--P

2 2

defines a non-trivial class in S(E,Q)2'

Tables for eusp forms eonstructed by using. this method \\"ill be prepared by

Lario aod Quer, the easiest examples are eanstructed by using E = (48 A).
g{X) = X4+~X+1. and E :;:; (l~lD) with g{X) = X4-1bX3+3üX~+30X-7-t,

After having construeted modular farms H of 'y\"eight ~ and cusp forn1s G af

weight 1 we get by multiplying eusp forms Fo of "...eight t. But now a tech~
nical difficulty arises: ]n general Fa = H· G will not be an eigenform under

Hecke operators.

In the following lines ~·e describe an algorithm whieh enables us to find.

starti!lg ",,-ithl.Fo' eigenfornls F € 53 / 2 U\\tfJ}, \Ve only have to aSSU:1:e that

Fo € So{N.t!J} .

Let lT denote the ~ecke algebra operating on S3/2(N,~}. 'Ve are looking far

F € <F0>1\! the c)'~Iic IT -module generat.ed by F0 whieh are eigenforms under li.
\Ve use that cusp forms are uniquely determined by their Fourier expans!ons

alld that it is possible to guarantee equality bet",,'een t"VQ cusp farms by com

pai:--ing the Fourier eoefficients up to an index depending (linearly) on N" onl)'.

First~ of the iU.gorithm: \Ve fix a (small) prime PI and eonsider the complex

spaee

Since S3/2(N,tJ!} is finite dimensional we find a minimal i a with

\' = V
1 10

far all

is T{pf) -invariant.

It is not difficult to compute the characteristie polynomial X "of T{PT) I VI
T(Pl) 0
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val ue A
Pt

and ta determine eigenfarms F t '\ (VI ,vith respect ta T{p~) with eigen-·
''''Pt 0

Second step: Replace Fo by F I := F I ). {In cancretf. cases choose f. such
. p Pt

. . 1
that this eigenvalue appears as eigen\'J.lue of a cusp form of weight ~ one is

interested in. e.g, look for A E Z if one is interested in cusp forms related
Pt

to modular elliptic cu~es.}

Replace Pi by a different prime P2 and. deternline

' ...·ith T (p; HF2 ) = A F 2 .
... P ....

L..

Then f 2 is an eigenform under T(p~) and under T(p~) ".... ith eigl?n·..al.ues )'Pl

resfJ. A Here we use the fact that the Hecke operators comrr:ute.Pz

'Ve repeat the procedure with primes P3' P4' .... Pn and so after n steps "ve
find a cusp form F with T (P2

1
) F :;;; A F .

n n PI n

!\"ow we use

Proposition 3.5. There exist a numher n and primes Pt' .... P
n

such that Fn' as
constructed aboye~ i5 an eigenform under all Hecke operators,

to nlake the algorithm to a finite one.

PrüDf of the proposition. 'Ve look at cusp farms of \\'eight ~ and level '1'\ ~ S2(NL
Let {f1 .... , f cl} be a base cf S2(N) consisting of eigenfunctions under the opera

tion of T{p) for piimes pI N. 'Ye assaciate the vector of eigenyalues (i-.O )) IP
p P l

to .fi • and we choose Pt ..... Pn such that

Now look at <F >lT ,...here F is constructed as above. Because cf the commu-n n

tatiyity of lT and the existence of the Hermitian product on S3/2(N,l}) defined

in §2 ,...'e find a base cf <Fn>lT consisting of eigenforms. Let F be such an
eigenform. Since T(p

J
2 ) F ;: A F fer j = 1 , .. ' ~ n and S{F) { S.,(N) is an eigenform

PJ ~

under all T(p} with T(pHS(F}} = Ä (S(F}) it fallows that there exists exactlyPr
one .vector of eigenval ues of cusp farms af weight 2 ""ith PJ-conlponent A .

PJ
It fallows that aB eigenforms in .<Fn>lT have the same eigenvalues at all
primes p, and so F~ is an eigenform under 11 as claimed.
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\Ye end this section by glvlng same examples in which \Ve find a cusp form F

of weight 3/2 which is mapped to the cusp form of \veigh~ 2 corresponding

to an elliptic curve E ",·hieh is denoted as in the table of [.\IF IY].
For the construction of F ""fe use Fo == G·· H "...ith -H a nlodular form of "...·eight

1/2 and G a cusp form of weight 1 constructed by 8.-functions of binary qua

dratic farms as described in proposition 3.5. \Ve use the not.ation of proposi

tion 3.4 and 3.5.

Examples 3.6.

0) The cases in ~Nhich the image of F corresponds to elliptic cun'es with

j ::: 12 3 resp. j ::: 0 are discussed intensively in [Tu) and [Fr 2].

1) N == 44.

For H we take eid 11::: f ql1n
2

( i\1 1/2 (44 , Y.. 11 )·
. n=-<:e

For G: Take K ::: Q{ ..,r.:TI} , r == 2. K2 the ring class field with conductor 2

over K, C2 ~ l/3Z.

H {-44} is generated by the class of f ::: (3X 2 + 2XY + 4 y2}.

Take

x: G(K2 /K) -> IL x giycn by

2ni
)'.(fl) ::: e 3

Then

and so

Fa is an eigenform under 1T, and S(r ::: Fa) is the cusp form corresponding

to (11 B) = Xc (11).

2} N::: 56.

For H we take eid,14 .

Construction of G: Take K ::: Q{i-14L r = 1, Kr the Hilbert class field of

K, C ~ Z/4l.
r

H (-56) is generated by the cl ass cf f ::: (3X 2 + 2XY + Sy2),

x.: G{K /K.) -> IL x 1s given by
r

x.«f»~i.
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Hence

F = Fo = G' H is mapped to the cusp form corresponding to the curve <t4C},

3} N = 60,

For H take eid ,3'

Construction of G: Take K = Q{FlS), r = 2, K is the ring c1ass field with
r

conductor 2 of K, C ;W 'l.../2. Hence GtK /Q} is abelian.r r

H(-60) = {X2+15y2,3X2+5y2}. .

In this case 8{X2 +15y2) - 8(3X 2 +5y2) is no cusp form but

G := 8(X2
+ 15y2) - 8{4X2

+ 2XY + 4.y2
} is an element of 51 (60, ):-5)

F = F0 = G· H is mapped to the cusp form corresponding tc the curve llSCl.

4) N = 68.

For H take Gld ,17' er e ld. l .

Construction of G. Take K = Q(!-17J, r = 1, K the Hilbert c1ass field of K,r

er 2' Z/4l.

H(-58) is generated by (f) = (3X2 +2Xy+ 6y2).

x: G(Kr/K) -> :c: x is given by

X((f) :: i,

"Then

F = Fa = G' Gld ,l7 and F = Fü ~ G· eJd . l are ~igenforms under 11. A little

surprise is that Shimura's map sends both o( them to the cusp form

corresponding to E = (34 A) and not an elliptic cun"e of level 17. On the

other side Kohnen's result assumes the existence of a cusp form of weight

3/2 and level 68 mapped to f17 , the newform corresponding to E = 07C),

and so we found an example for the fact that by our method one

doesn't find al! Inter~sting cusp farms. of weight 3/2. Ta repair this

lack we go to a higher level:

4') N = 272.

Für H take Gld .17 .

Take K = Q(!-17l, r = 2 and Kr the ring class Held with conductor 2 of K,
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c ~ ~/8.
r

H {-27~} is generated by (f)

It we take

)'

x: G(Kr/K} ->. ~ determined by

X({D} = i

\\'e get

\Vith Fo = G· H \ve get:

2 2 2
\'2 = (Fo ,T(3 )Fo ,T{3 ) Fe>

is invariant under T(32
), and

is an eigenform under lT.

Eut to Dur disappointment F1 is mapped to the form corresponding to

(34 J\l again.

So we try the chafacter

):"

x: G(K /K) -> a:: determined by
r

X«f}) = Ca' ...

Then

F'X. = F(t)+ 12 F(2) with
x x

F(t) = 8(X2+68y2}-8(4X2+17y2) and
x

F (2) = 8(3x2 - 2XY + 23y2) - 8{7X 2 + 6XY + 11y2) .
'X.

It turns out that

F · F (2) 8.= :x. • - id.17

is an eigenform under lf mapped to f 17 ·

5) N = 76.

Für H take 8 1d,19'

Construction cf G: Take K = Q(!-19J, r = 2 and K the ring class fieldr
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\\"jth conductor 2 of h.

e ;; Z/3 and H{-7b) :; «(0 ::;; (~X~"i"2XY+5y2»
r

1...: G (l..:.r/}() -~ {: l( is determined by

X(( f) ::;; es'
G ::;; F

x
::;; 8<X2+19y2)-8{4X2+:2XY+Sy2) f 5

1
(76,1._]9)'

Fa ::: G· H ::;; Fx . 8 id.19·

F
O

is no eigenform but <Fa' T(32
) Fa> is lI-invariant. \Ye get eigenforms

The image under Shimura's map of F is equal to the cusp form con-espon
ding to E = (19 B)., the image of F' corresponds to E ::: (38 Dl.

6) N::;; 80.

Für H take eid ,20'

Construction of G: Take K = Q(HL r ::: 2" Kr the ring class neId cf K

with conductor 2.

C ;-- ~/ 4.Z and H(...:aO) ::;;({f) = (3X2
+ 2XY + 7y2».

r

X is determined by X((f) = i.

G :; FY. :; 8(X 2 + 20y2) - 8(4X2 + Sy2) ~ Si (80, X-s ) .

F ::;; Fa :; G· H :; Fx· 8 1d.20 is an eigenform under lT which 1s mapped to

the form corresponding to (20 BL

7) N:; 196 ::;; 4· 49_

For H take 8
Id

. 7 , K ::; Q(R), r ::;; 7 and Kr ;:; Q(40', A) the ring dass

field vlith conductor 7 cf K.

C ;~ Z/4Z and H(-196) ::: «n :::(SX2 +2XY4ol0y2»
r

X is d~termined by X. ({fl) ::;; i, and

G ::;; F ::: E){X 2 + 49y2} - 8(2X 2 + 2XY + 25y2) .x
Fo ::: G· H ::: Fx' eid .7 is no eigenform hut <Fa' T(32

) Fo > is invariant under

T(32 l. F ::: 4F0 + T(32
) Fa is an eigenform under 1f. and S{F) corresponds to

the elliptic cur.-e (98 BJ.

üf course we would have liked to get E ::: (49 Al. the elliptic curvc \vith
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c:)m.plex ·m:Jltip1i~ati:.;n by the ring ~f in:.egt::'s 8f Q(,CrL

-50 we enlarge N tc· 4· N.

T} N = 16·49.

!\galn H ::: E)ld - .. / .

Canstruction of G: Take J( ::: QC/-=T} but r =
of K.

C ;- Z/SZ and H!-16'49) ::: «(0 ::: (5X2 +-!Xy+ 4üy2)).r .

Z is det.E r!l1! ned by X«n) =: ~e'

F ::: r(n + 12 F(:n with
'1.."1_ I,

(1) ., '1 ., "F ::: e{X ~ + 19(,y-) - e(.+ X ......... -1-9Y..... ) and
z

''' ' " .., ., "f ...' = fH5X ..... + -1X Y + 4-0Y-) - 8(13X- T lOXY +17r~} .
z

:'\ow F(l)· E) r(~)· t) ... and hence F . e are eigenfom1s
"'I. Id.7· y_ id.l Y. Id.7

if!lage under Shirr:ura's map corresponds to E ::: (49 AL

Remark: This example has been found by Lehman {cf. [Le]}.

under 1f. and tnt-i:-

In the follo·wing table we list the essential datas cf aur examples.

Expl. K
r

F
Elllpt.1c
cur"e E

Q(yCTI) 2
.,., ., .,

1 (8 (X ........ 11 Y ..... )-8(3X.......2XY-4.Y- »G
ld

.
ll Fa 11B=:":0(11)

Q(./-=14) 1
., ., .,.,

2 (8CX- ...14Y ..... l-8 (2X ........ 7Y.....»81d.14 FO 14C

Qh/-15)2
.,., ., .,

3 (8C'- ..15Y-)-8(4X.......2X y .....Y-»0 td .3 FO 15C

Q(~t:T7)2
., ., .., .,

4' (8 (3X"'-2X '·...23'·-)-8(7X ~"'6X" -11 Y"'»G1d.17 Fa 17C

Qh'-l7)l
") ., 2 ..,

(e(X ...... l7'''l.·-)-GC~X ... ZXY..9Y-»8 td .17 Fa 34-A

Q(/-19)2
")., ., ., ")

5 (8 (X-~19Y-)-e{4x.....2XY.,.5Y~) )8
id

.
19

F
a

-T(3-)F
o 1913

..,
2Fo"'T(3~)J:o 38D

Q(.,'-5)2
., .., ., ..,

6 (01 (X-·20Y-) -0 (4X~-5Y"'» 8 1d .20 Fa 20B

Q(.(:1) 14-
.., ., ., .,

7' (8 CX~ ... 196y~) -EH ,*X-..49Y-» G ld .7 Fa 49A

Q(,f:1)7
.., .., .., ., .,

7 (0 C~ ......49Y-)-e(2x- ...2XY... 25y~» eid.7 4F
O

..T(3-)F
o 98B
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.§1 COIDoa:isou.Qf iM. methQds

In this section \\-e want to d:scuss conr:.e·.:tions be:ween the :-esults of §1

stating trh'iality cf part.s of the SelmE-r groups of twists Ed or ~he finiteness
of Ed ({2) and results ~oncerning the values of L-series LE (l) obtained by

\\'aldspurger's theorem. These CO:!lnections confir-m conject8re ~.5 at least in a

weak form for same exanlples.

\Ye begin with the 2-part and an easy observation:

Lemma ..\..1. Assume that Fa is a cu.sp form of weight 3/2 and level N giyen by

.., ..,
Assume that q is a prime with q j ~?' such that aX- + bXY + cY~ represeJ!.ts q

oyer Z. Then the q-th Fourier coefficient ag of Fa is add.

Proof. By definition we ha.... e

Since all terms inside the surn except # {(x,y) " Z2; ax2 + bxy + cy2 = q} are divisible
. .., ..,

by 4 and since q has at most two inte.gral represen tatians by aX .... + bXY + cY.... the

assertion f0110w5.

Lemma 4.1 can be appl ied to examples 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7. Examples 1 and 5 are of

spedal interest for in these cases the field Kr used for the construction of Fa is

closely related to the elliptic curve E obtained by Shimura's map: Kr == Q(E(Ql21.

and the condition that the prime q is represented by the quaclratic form
'") ')

aX .... 4- bXY 4- cY'" with b ~ a is equiyalent with the conclition that q is not split in

Q(E(Q} 2 l /Q(~ l. Hence it is easily seen that these examples are special cases of

the following

Proposition 4.2. Let E be an elliptic curve with prime conductor p and E(Q}2 == {al.
Let X be the character cf G(Q(.,r6~}2/Q(~)} whose kernel fixes (HE(Q}2 L and let

Fa == G·8Jd .t. ~ S3/z(N;;(1). t!4p, and hence

Let q be a prime not dividing 4p. Then the q-th Fourier coefficient of Fo i5 not

equal to zero if q is not spUt in Q (E(Q}2 )/Q(~).

Assume nO''''' moreover that f E = S{Fl with F == L }..I.j T( pr)t Fa such that the q-th

Fourier coefficient of F is not zero if the q -th Fourier coefficient of Fa is not
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zero. Then we get:

4.3. LE (I):; 0 if q is not split in Q(E(Q)2) / Q{ I ß E ) .
-Iq

It is clear that 4.3 has a close connection to the result 1.14 ill confirmlng "the

~-part of conjecture 2,5" for examples in whieh S(E.Q) = {OL (]f S(E!Q)2 :: 0
ODe should expect that the cusp farms of weight 1 constructed 'with the help

of nontriYial elements, of this group play an important role.)

For instance ODe can easily ....erify that 4.3 holds for E = XrJ11l and E = .(19 BJ.

It is not difficult to find conditions for the non-vanishing of Fourier coefficient~

of F0 land so for F} in the ether examples tao. we only mention:

Examrle ~: If q is a prime not dividing 14 then aq *0 if q is reprr.sented by
2X2 + 7'..-2 .

Example 6: If q is a prime not dividing 20 then a q :t 0 if q is represented by., .,
4X ..... +5Y....

Exan-wle L If; q is a prime not diYiding 14 then a
q

:4 0 if q is represented by

exactly one of the forms X2+196Y2, X2 +7i 2 and 4:\2+ 72 y 2.

The other case in ".;hieh Galois descent ga....e information about Selmer groups
1,,"as that E has a Q-rational point of order p € {3! 5 ~ 7}: Proposition 1.5 relates

S(E_d.Q)p ' .... ith the -p-part of the class group of Q( .,:":"(0, Hence, if F is a cusp form

of .level 3/2 mapped to fE by Shimura's map the Fourier coefficients ad of F

should be related with this class group tao. One .possible approach to see this

is given in [A- K}
To sirnplify 've assurne that E has. prime. eonductor 1 with I !:: 3 mod 4. {For

example take E = XoOll or E = (19 B).)
Define

1" }-1"
l".. ...">.1 = - - L C (n) qr.

24 n=d 1 }

Cl (n}1 = ~ cl
dln
l'(d

with

The assumption that E has a Q-rational point of order pimplies:

f E ~ [2.1 modulo p •

and especially

1-1
pl""i2 .
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~ow there is a (uniquc> nlodular form of weight 3/2 and level 4-) whosp. Fourier

coefficient are class numbcrs:

H {z} ;=
1.

)' H[n) qn
- 1n;;,:.O

with

where H(m} is the number of classes cf positive definite binary quadratic farms with

discriminant -mo

Denne

G1.1(Z) ;= t h(-J)+ I {{ ~ (~}}qn with h(-I) := ;: Cl<QU":})) and
n::...1 d,n

}-1 ) . 1 ( " n
Cl (Z) ; = 12 C1.l (4z) e (J z - 2" h{ -1) H 1 z) =: n'"IO Cn q .

The following resu1t is the maln result cf [A-K]:

Theorem 4.4. Cl is a cusp form of weight 3/2 in 5;/2 (41.4-'0) ' ...·ith

Cl i: -~ h(-l) H 1 mod p and

S (Cl) ;: - t h (-1)2~ 2,1 mod p . 1)

The 1f -module generated by Cl is generated over C b)' those eigenforms

Fr E S;/2{4I> for ,,-hich

1'\0\..,' assume that pI h( -1}.

Then

1)
cf. Proposlt.on 3.1
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Let F{z):;; r an qn ~ S3/2(N.it.) bE a form \vith 5 (F) :;; fE . then the question
n:21

arises under which conclitions the equivalence

pI a d if and onl)" if p I cd {for certain d}

is a consequence cf 4.5.

Ta be more precise:

Question 4.6. Let da be a square free nat.ural number such that pI ad . cd
o 0

and LE (1) *O.
-tdo

Under which conditions implies the congruence 4.5 the equivalence

pi ad if and anl}" if p I cd

4.7. far all square free natural numbers cl ''''ith
);''''

cl E da mod n Q'" and cl .da pl"ime to N?
plN p

U sing \Valdspurger's result (Theorem 2.4) a sufficient condition for an affirma

tive answer is that p is nat a congruence prime for fE' Le. that there is no

cusp fonn g :F f of weight 2 and level J which 1s congruent to f modulo p.

Examples for which thls condition is satisfied are given by the curves Xo (11 )

(p = 5) and <19 B) (for p = 3 J.

Since, for square fr..ee n prime to p

we get {with the notation intraduced above}

00

PraRcs ition 4.8. Assulne that F{z) = 2: a qn ~ 53 / 2 (N, Y-1,) is nlapped to fE .
n=1 n

Assume that 4.7 holds with a natural number do' for instance assurne that p

is no congruence prime for f E' Then for d € IN square free with

d == d o mod 11 Q>o:2 and d· da prime to None has
plN p

pI ad if and only If p! H02 d} -1 !-Hd}

hence LE (1) =t 0 if pI h(-d}'
-td

In \"iew 0[" our proposition 1.5 this result shou1d be taken a support far conjec
ture 2,5.

For Xo{lt) we get: Assume that eil) = 1. Then 51 # S(E_d,Q) if and onIy if 5 di-
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vides the class t:Iumber of Q{!:(I) (Prop. 1.5) and so 51 ad if and only if
5 I ~ S {E_d,Q} (cf. [~IaJ).

Für E = <19 'B) we get; Assume that q~) = 1 then 31 44 S (E_d,Q) if and onl}" if 3

divides ,the class number of Q(y'-d) and so 31 ad if and only if 3! # S(E_d,QL

Since the form F in example 5, table 3.7, which is mapped to the form corres

ponding to E = (38Dl 15 congruent modulo 3 to the form correspondi!1g to U9B)
,,'te get the same result far (380)
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